Abstract. In order to perform mapping in the general-collinear spaces which are uniformly (biunivocally) determined with five pairs of associated points, it is necessary to determine the following parameters in the general case: the vanishing plane, space axis (principal normal lines), foci, if there are any (apices of the identical rays of straight lines) and directrix planes, if there are any (appended identical fields of points).Construction methods which can be used in this paper
INTRODUCTION
"Two general-collinear spaces are considered collinearly associated if in every point of a space a point of another space is associated, to every plane of a space a plane of another space is associated, and to every point in a plane of the former space, a point of the latter space belongs to the associated plane in this space. This definition implies that each straight line in a plane in the former space will have a straight line in the latter space associated, and each point on the straight line and every straight line in a plane in the former space will have a point associated on the associated straight line in the associated plane in the latter space.
The consequence of the previous definition and its effect is, that in the associated pair of planes of two collinear spaces, two collinearly associated fields would occur, and the further consequence of this is that all the associated series of points and all the associated pencils of straight lines in two collinear spaces ought to be projectively associated.
DIVISION OF GENERAL COLLINEAR SPACES
Two general-collinear spaces can be given in the most general manner by two groups of 5 points (planes) A 1 , B 1 , C 1 , D 1 , E 1 (α 1 , β 1 , χ 1 , δ 1 , ε 1 ) in the space θ 1 and A 2 , B 2 , C 2 , D 2 , E 2 (α 2 , β 2 , χ 2 , δ 2 , ε 2 ) in the space θ 2 , so that four points do not lie in the plane, out of them three do not lie on one straight line, (four planes do not pass by one point, three of them do not pass by one straight line). In the paper, the general-collinear (OK) spaces are given with five pairs of biunivocally associated points. In this way the series of points lying on the associated straight lines are associated, then the pencils of planes through the associated straight lines as tufts, piles of straight lines through the associated points, piles of planes through the associated points and fields of points, which are determined by the foursome of associated points in the associated planes.
With the aid of these projective elements in the OK spaces, the characteristic parameters can be constructively determined.
1. vanishing planes 2. space axes (principal normal lines) 3. space foci (apexes of associated identical piles of straight lines) 4. directrix planes (associated identical fields of points) On the basis of the conclusion "In the general case, the general collinear fields do not have identical fields, and therefore there will be no foci in these spaces" -doctoral dissertation A. Jovanovic, one may divide the issue into two basic cases of the OK spaces:
1. General case -OK spaces without foci or directrix planes 2. Special case -OK spaces with foci and directrix planes The first case is when the OK are given in the most general way, with the aid of a set of five biunivocally associated points.
The second case is when the OK spaces are given so that the foursome apex in the first space, obtained out of three basic points, and the point of penetration of the junction of the remaining two points through the plane of the first three, is identical or similar to the associated foursome apex obtained in the same way in the second space (doctoral dissertation -A. Jovanovic).
GENERAL CASE OF THE OK SPACES -WITHOUT FOCI AND DIRECTRIX PLANES
Two OK spaces θ 1 and θ 2 are given in a pair of Monge's projections with the five pairs of biunivocally associated points, A 1 , B 1 , C 1 , D 1 and E 1 in the space θ 1 and A 2 , B 2 , C 2 , D 2 and E 2 in the space θ 2 . In this way the projective relationship of two spaces has been established.
Determination of the vanishing planes in the OK spaces in the general case
Each projective space has one infinitely distant plane. The fictitious plane of the first space is associated to the vanishing plane of the second space and vice versa. The constructive procedure for the determination of the vanishing planes comprises establishing the double proportion on the associated series of points.
The vanishing plane N 1 ( Fig. 1 ) in the space θ 1 associated to the infinitely distant plane N 2 ∞ of the space θ In order to determine the vanishing points on the associated series of pints, it is necessary to previously find yet another associated point on each carrier of the series, because it is then possible to establish the double proportions. The constructive procedure for the determination of the vanishing points is to bring the carriers of the series in the perspective position by coinciding of one associated pair of points.
The straight line A 1 B 1 penetrates the plane C 1 D 1 E 1 in the point S 1 of the space θ
1
, to which the point S 2 is associated, which is a penetration point of the straight line A 2 B 2 through the plane C 2 D 2 E 2 in the space θ 2 . To the infinitely distant point R 1 ∞ on the series (A 1 B 1 ) the point R 2 on the series (A 2 B 2 ) is associated, so the vanishing point R 2 is determined from the relationship λ=(A 1 B 1 S 1 R 1 ∞ )=(A 2 B 2 S 2 R 2 ). In the same way the vanishing points P 2 (Fig. 1), N 1 in the space θ 1 and M 2 in the space θ 2 , are presented in the pair of Monge's projections given by the triangles T 1 H 1 L 1 i R 2 P 2 Q 2 , and in further work, in order to have a simpler construction for the determination of the penetration of the straight line through the plane, that is the radiating position of the vanishing planes, the trails of plans are used, the first n 1 , m 1 and the second n 2 , m 2 (Fig. 2). 
Determination of the axes (principal normal lines) in the OK spaces in the general case
The infinitely distant point W 2 in the vanishing plane M 2 of the space θ 2 is associated to the infinitely distant point W 1 ∞ of the normal lines n 1 on the vanishing plane N 1 in the space θ
1
. The W 2 point is called the center of the space θ 2 (stand of the principal normal) and that is a point through which a straight line o 2 passes and it is perpendicular to the vanishing plane M 2 and is called the axis (principal normal line) of the space θ 2 . To the fictitious point X 2 ∞ no the normal lines m 2 on the vanishing plane M 2 in the space θ 2 an infinitely distant point X 1 is associated in the vanishing plane N 1 of the space θ 1 . The point X 1 is called the center of the space θ 1 (the stand of the principal normal line) and it is the point through which a straight line, o 1 , passes, which is perpendicular to the vanishing plane N 1 and is called an axis (principal normal line) of the space θ 1 . These two straight lines, o 1 and o 2 , are the only straight lines which are, prior and after the mapping, perpendicular to the corresponding vanishing planes, and projectively associated, and are called the axes of the space.
Constructive procedure for determination of the centers in the OK spaces in the general case
Through the straight line A 1 B 1 , of the space θ 1 , (Fig. 2) , a plane β 1 ⊥N 1 is set, β 1 (n 1A through the point A 1 and n 1B through the point B 1 ), which is penetrated by the straight line The junction m 1D = D 1 U 1 , which is associated to the straight line m 2D = D 2 U 2 penetrates the vanishing plane N 1 in the point X 1 , which is a center of the space θ 1 . Through the center X 1 the straight line, o 1 , passes, which is perpendicular to the vanishing plane N 1 and is called the axis (principal normal line) of the space θ 1 . The axes of the space are the only two straight lines which are perpendicular to the corresponding vanishing planes, projectively associated, and the points on them can be mapped only with the aid of double proportion (Fig. 2) . , a rotating circle ψ 1 is placed, with the radius r 1 , it will be associated, in the space θ 2 , with a rotating cone ψ 2 , whose apex W 2 , is the axis o 2 , and it passes through the associate point and vice versa. All the planes of the space θ 1 , parallel to the vanishing plane N 1 intersect the circular cylinder ψ 1 across the circumferences Σ t 1 , of the radius r 1 . These planes are parallel to the vanishing plane N 1 in the space θ 1 , are associated to the planes parallel to the vanishing plane M 2 in the space θ 2 , which intersect the cone across the circumferences Σ t 2 . Only two planes from the set of circumferences Σ t 2 will intersect the cone ψ 2 , across the circumferences of the radius r 1 and vice versa. We call these planes the directrix planes and the fields of points are identical in them.
Constructive procedure for determination of the directrix planes in the OK spaces
Through the points A 1 , B 1 and E 1 of the space θ 1 , (Fig. 3) , the planes α 1 ,β 1 are ε 1 set, parallel to the vanishing plane N 1 If the same procedure for determination of the directrix planes is conducted for the points B 1 and E 1 in the space θ 1 and for the points B 2 and E 2 in the space θ
